Reactivity of Fluorinated Si(100) with F₂
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The dissociative chemisorption of F₂ on the Si(100)(2 × 1) surface saturated with 1 monolayer (ML) of fluorine is investigated as a function of the incident F₂ translational energy. At energies below 3.8 kcal/mol, no reaction with the Si–Si bond occurs. Above this threshold, the probability of dissociative chemisorption rises linearly with the normal component of the incident translational energy up to a value of 3.6 × 10⁻³ at 13 kcal/mol. The relatively small effect of translational energy implies a late barrier in the potential energy surface for the interaction of F₂ with the Si–Si bonds. These probabilities are measured by exposing the fluorine-saturated surface to supersonic F₂ beams of variable energy, followed by thermal desorption measurements to determine the resulting fluorine coverage. Information regarding the specific Si–Si site (Si–Si dimer or Si–Si lattice bonds) at which the translationally activated reaction occurs is obtained from He diffraction measurements. The intensity of the diffracted beams is monitored after exposing the fluorinesaturated surface to F₂ of variable energy. The intensities remain constant after exposure to low-energy (<3.8 kcal/mol) F₂, whereas they decline monotonically as a function of F₂ normal energy above the 3.8 kcal/mol threshold. Moreover, the similarity of the relative cross sections for diffusive scattering measured after exposure to translationally fast F₂ to those measured after Ar⁺ ion bombardment strongly suggests that the reaction does not occur preferentially at the Si–Si dimer bonds, which are the weakest Si–Si bonds in the system. Reaction at Si–Si lattice bonds also occurs, leading to surface disorder. Additional data show that for submonolayer coverages generated from low energy F₂, no reaction with Si–Si bonds occurs, while exposure to high-energy F₂ leads to reaction with Si–Si bonds.

I. Introduction

Recently, the mechanism for the dissociative chemisorption of F₂ on Si(100)(2 × 1) was shown to proceed by atom abstraction.¹⁻³ As a F₂ molecule incident at low translational energies (<1.5 kcal/mol) approaches a Si surface at 250 K, a Si dangling bond abstracts one of the F atoms, which is then adsorbed at that site, while the complementary F atom is expelled. The complementary F atom can be expelled with a trajectory directed away from the surface, and thus, it becomes a gas-phase F atom. This reaction channel is called single-atom abstraction. Alternatively, it can be expelled with a trajectory aimed toward the surface where it may encounter a dangling bond and adsorb, resulting in a channel termed two-atom adsorption. Once the 1 monolayer (ML) of dangling bond sites is saturated with fluorine, the atom abstraction mechanism for dissociative chemisorption ceases. In fact, the probability for F₂ dissociative chemisorption approaches zero at 1 ML of fluorine coverage. The ordered, fluorine-saturated Si(100) surface becomes essentially passivated toward F₂ incident at thermal energies. Atom abstraction in this system is a facile, nonactivated mechanism for the saturation of dangling bond sites present on the clean Si(100) surface and requires no cleavage of the Si–Si or bonds of the lattice.

Additional dissociative chemisorption of F₂ onto this fluorine-saturated surface in order to increase the fluorine coverage beyond 1 ML requires Si–Si bond cleavage. However, the passivity of the fluorinated surface signals that the F₂ incident at thermal translational energies cannot effect such Si–Si bond cleavage. This lack of reactivity can be understood as a consequence of the inability of the thermal energy of F₂ to overcome the activation barrier to reaction with the already-filled silicon bonding orbitals. Although cleavage of one Si–Si bond and one F–F bond to form a new Si–F bond,
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is exothermic by approximately 56 kcal/mol (using 148 kcal/mol for Si–F bond energy,⁴ 54 kcal/mol for Si–Si bond energy,⁵ and 38 kcal/mol for F₂ bond energy), a significant barrier between the reactant and product states may arise from the repulsive interaction between the filled valence Si orbitals and the closed-shell F₂ molecule. This repulsive interaction must
be overcome in order for the incoming F$_2$ to approach a Si lattice atom closely enough for a Si–F bonding interaction to form and, thus, for Si–Si bond cleavage to occur. It is a goal of this study to determine whether this potential energy barrier to Si–Si bond cleavage and subsequent F$_2$ dissociative chemisorption may be overcome by increased F$_2$ translational energy, thus providing a means to initiate the dissociative chemisorption of F$_2$ on the fluorine-saturated surface. It is also a goal of this study to determine whether the translationally activated reaction occurs preferably at the Si–Si dimer bonds. These bonds are the weaker Si–Si bonds because the Si atoms comprising the dimer are both bonded to a F atom. Alternatively, the reaction may occur nondiscriminatory at both the Si–Si dimer bonds and the Si–Si bonds between the Si surface atoms and those Si atoms one layer below, called here the Si–Si lattice bonds.

The integrated thermal desorption rates of the SiF$_3$ products formed after exposure to F$_2$ are the bases for the determination of the F$_2$ dissociative chemisorption probabilities on the fluorine-saturated Si(100) surface as a function of the incident F$_2$ energy. Helium atom diffraction measurements provide the information regarding the site, Si–Si dimer or Si–Si lattice bonds, at which the translationally activated reaction on the fluorine-saturated surface occurs. To correctly interpret these measurements on the fluorine-saturated surface, it is necessary to understand both the thermal desorption behavior and the He diffraction spectra at lower fluorine coverages as well as the He diffraction spectrum from the clean Si(100)2 × 1 surface. Therefore, both measurements are described in detail in section III.

II. Experimental Section

The apparatus has been described in detail elsewhere.$^5$ The apparatus consists of two differentially pumped, supersonic molecular beam sources coupled to a ultrahigh vacuum chamber (base pressure of 5 × 10$^{-11}$ Torr) containing the Si crystal, cylindrical mirror electrostatic energy analyzer for Auger spectroscopy, an ion sputtering gun, a residual gas mass analyzer, and a triply differentially pumped, line-of-sight, rotatable quadrupole mass spectrometer.

A. Molecular Fluorine Beams. The molecular beams are skimmed and collimated through three stages of differential pumping. Expansion of 700 Torr of gas from a room temperature orifice of 0.002" diameter typically yields a nearly monoenergetic F$_2$ beam (AE/E = 0.08) as measured by time-of-flight spectroscopy. Beams of F$_2$ (97%, Air Products, subsequently skimmed and collimated through three stages of differential pumping) enter the ultrahigh vacuum apparatus through a 0.250" diameter nozzle positioned at the center of the 0.495" diameter Si(100) crystal.

B. Si(100) Crystal. The crystal is mounted between two Ta clamps that are attached to the manipulator. The crystal can be cooled to 125 K and heated resistively to ∼1100 K. Its temperature is measured via a W–5%Re/W–26%Re thermocouple attached with a ceramic glue to the back of the crystal. The surface temperature is held constant at 250 K during F$_2$ exposure.

The Si crystal is cut along the (100) plane. Both lightly n-type and p-type doped Si with resistivities of 8–12 Ω cm have been used. No differences in reactivity have been observed for the two types of doping. The Si crystal is cleaned by a wet etching procedure$^7$ prior to installation into the vacuum chamber. The crystal is sputtered with 2 keV Ar$^+$ and subsequently annealed at 1100 K for 30 min. This process is repeated until C and O contamination is below the 1% sensitivity limit of Auger electron spectroscopy. No metal contamination, such as W, Ta, Cu, or Ni, is observed. The crystal is typically mounted such that the scattering plane is along the (10) direction of the crystal surface. Helium diffraction confirms the (2 × 1) periodicity of the reconstructed Si(100) surface. The crystal is sputtered and annealed each day to ensure surface cleanliness and order. A brief anneal of the crystal to about 1100 K after each F$_2$ exposure removes all fluorine and results in the recovery of the (2 × 1) periodicity of the surface. The crystal is replaced when an etch spot becomes visible, typically after several months of experiments. No difference in reactivity is observed over the lifetime of the crystal.

C. Detection Scheme. Thermal desorption and scattering measurements are made with a triply differentially pumped, rotatable quadrupole mass spectrometer with electron bombardment ionization. The detector rotates about the center point of intersection of the beam and the crystal. The angular range is 35–180.3° with respect to the beam. The solid angle subtended by the detector is 5.8 × 10$^{-4}$ sr. The angular resolution in the scattering plane is 3.5°. The rotation of the crystal and the detector allow for a wide range of incident and detection angles. A pseudorandom chopper wheel with 255 slots and spinning at 280 or 400 Hz at the entrance to the detector allows for measurements of the velocity distribution of both the incident beam as well as the scattered products using a cross correlation TOF technique. The neutral flight path is about 29 cm.

III. Interaction of Thermal Energy F$_2$ with Si

A. Thermal Desorption Measurements of ≤1 ML Fluorine Adsorbed on Si(100). Signals are detected mass spectrometrically at m/e = 47(SiF$^+$), 66(SiF$_2^+$), 85(SiF$_3^+$), and 104(SiF$_4^+$) as the fluorinated layer of a coverage of 1 ML or less thermally desorbs upon heating. Because the relative desorption rates at m/e = 47(SiF$^+$) and 66(SiF$_2^+$) as a function of temperature are identical to each other, as are those at m/e = 85(SiF$_3^+$) and 104(SiF$_4^+$), the SiF$^+$ and SiF$_2^+$ signal are concluded to originate from fragmentation of the parent molecules, SiF$_3$ and SiF$_4$, respectively, upon electron impact ionization. A previous study$^8$ also concludes that SiF$_3$ and SiF$_4$ are the only desorption products as a result of the interaction of F$_2$ with Si(100). The SiF$_4$ product is detected as SiF$_3^+$ at m/e = 85 in the present experiments because the signal at this mass is larger due to extensive fragmentation of SiF$_3$ to SiF$_3^+$ upon impact with 70 eV electrons.
SiF₂ and SiF₄ molecules are detected by a line-of-sight, integrated signals for two reasons. First, because the desorbing relative amount of each product is not simply a ratio of the two desorbing products. Second, the thermal desorption signals of the two desorbing products must be normalized for ionization efficiency in the electron bombardment ionizer of the detector and for transmission through the mass spectrometer. For example, the SiF₂ thermal desorption signal, \( N_{\text{SiF}_2}(\Theta) \), where \( \Theta \) is the desorption angle measured from the surface normal angle, \( \phi \) is the azimuthal angle, \( T \) is the surface temperature, and \( \Theta \) is the initial coverage, is related to its total thermal desorption yield \( N_{\text{SiF}_2}(\Theta) \) by the following:

\[
N_{\text{SiF}_2}(\Theta) = \int_{T_n}^{T_s} \int_{0}^{\pi/2} \int_{0}^{\pi/2} C(\theta,\phi) \frac{S_{\text{SiF}_2}(\theta,\phi;T;\Theta)}{\sigma_{\text{SiF}_2}I_d \eta_{\text{SiF}_2}} v_{\text{SiF}_2} \sin \theta \, d\theta \, d\phi \, dT \tag{1}
\]

In this expression, \( \sigma_{\text{SiF}_2} \) is the ionization cross section, \( I_d \) is the product of the electron density with the length of the ionizing region, \( \eta_{\text{SiF}_2} \) is the transmission function, and \( v_{\text{SiF}_2} \) is the velocity. The geometric sensitivity factor, \( C(\theta,\phi) \), is determined by the surface-detector configuration. Assuming that the angular and velocity distributions are each independent of the surface temperature and initial surface coverage, we can write eq 1 as

\[
N_{\text{SiF}_2}(\Theta) = \frac{v_{\text{SiF}_2}}{\sigma_{\text{SiF}_2}I_d \eta_{\text{SiF}_2}} \int_{T_n}^{T_s} \int_{0}^{\pi/2} \int_{0}^{\pi/2} C(\theta,\phi)D_{\text{SiF}_2}(\theta,\phi) \sin \theta \, d\theta \, d\phi \, \int_{T_n}^{T_s} S_{\text{SiF}_2}(T;\Theta) \, dT \tag{2}
\]

where \( D_{\text{SiF}_2}(\theta,\phi) \) now represents the angular distribution of the desorbing SiF₂ and \( S_{\text{SiF}_2}(T;\Theta) \) represents the thermal desorption signal measured at one angle. Therefore, the ratio of the total SiF₂ thermal desorption yield to that for SiF₂ can be written as

\[
\frac{N_{\text{SiF}_2}(\Theta)}{N_{\text{SiF}_4}(\Theta)} = \frac{v_{\text{SiF}_2}}{v_{\text{SiF}_4}} \frac{G_{\text{SiF}_2}}{G_{\text{SiF}_4}} \frac{\eta_{\text{SiF}_2}}{\eta_{\text{SiF}_4}} \frac{\int_{0}^{\pi/2} \int_{0}^{\pi/2} C(\theta,\phi)D_{\text{SiF}_2}(\theta,\phi) \sin \theta \, d\theta \, d\phi \int_{T_n}^{T_s} S_{\text{SiF}_2}(T;\Theta) \, dT}{\int_{0}^{\pi/2} \int_{0}^{\pi/2} C(\theta,\phi)D_{\text{SiF}_4}(\theta,\phi) \sin \theta \, d\theta \, d\phi \int_{T_n}^{T_s} S_{\text{SiF}_4}(T;\Theta) \, dT} \tag{3}
\]

The literature value for the ionization cross section, \( \sigma_{\text{SiF}_2} \), of SiF₂ → SiF₂⁺ + e⁻ is 1.38 Å², while that for SiF₄ → SiF₄⁺ + F + e⁻ is 12 Å². The ratio of the SiF₂ and SiF₄ transmission functions measured at \( m/e = 66 \) and 85, respectively, is one. The procedure for measuring the transmission functions is detailed elsewhere. Because of the tedious nature of measuring time-of-flight distributions during a thermal desorption measurement and because highly accurate knowledge of the ratio of the product yields is not necessary for a valid interpretation of the experiment in section IV, the time-of-flight spectra of SiF₂ and SiF₄ are measured under steady-state conditions at surface temperatures of 1000 and 675 K, respectively, as a beam of F₂ with 11.3 kcal/mol of energy is incident on the surface at 45° and 35°, respectively. The detector is positioned along the normal angle. The SiF₂ distribution is well fit by a Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution at approximately the surface temperature, 950 K. Given this observation, the SiF₂ in the thermal desorption experiment is assumed to desorb in thermal equilibrium with the surface at 800 K, which is the temperature of the maximum desorption rate. Thus, the average velocity for a flux distribution of SiF₂ desorbing at 800 K is 597 m/s. Unlike SiF₂, the time-of-flight distribution of SiF₄ cannot be fit by a Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution at the surface temperature of 675 K. Rather, the distribution is fit with a flow temperature of 2450 K and a beam temperature of 740 K, indicating that SiF₄ is scattered from the surface with an energy substantially above that corresponding to thermal equi-
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Figure 2. Temperature-integrated SiF₂⁺ and SiF₄⁺ thermal desorption signals resulting from desorption of Θ = 1 ML of fluorine as a function of the scattering angle. θ, as measured from the surface normal. Measurements are normalized at the normal angle. Solid lines represent fits of the functional form cos⁸(θ), where x = 0.7 and 3.5 for SiF₂⁺ and SiF₄⁺, respectively.

Figure 3. Sum of the total SiF₂ and SiF₄ thermal desorption yields (see text) vs F₂ exposure.

librium. Since the steady-state time-of-flight measurement is carried out just 25 K below the temperature at which the desorption rate of SiF₂ is a maximum, the average velocity of a flux distribution of thermally desorbed SiF₄ is assumed to be equivalent to that measured in the steady-state measurement, 862 m/s.

The penultimate factor in eq 3 is the ratio of the normalized thermal desorption signals integrated over scattering angles. Figure 2 shows the temperature-integrated SiF₂⁺ and SiF₄⁺ thermal desorption signals resulting from desorption of 1 ML of fluorine as a function of the scattering angle. They are normalized at θ° from the normal angle. The solid lines represent fits to cos⁸(θ), where x = 0.7 and 3.5 for SiF₂⁺ and SiF₄⁺, respectively. Both angular distributions are peaked at the normal angle, but that for SiF₂⁺ is slightly broader than a cosine function, while that for SiF₄⁺ is much narrower than a cosine function. Each distribution is then integrated over both scattering angles θ and φ, using the assumption that each distribution is azimuthally symmetric. The ratio of the integrated angular distributions is thus calculated to be 0.373.

The ratio of the total desorption yields, \( N_{\text{SiF}_2}(\Theta)/N_{\text{SiF}_4}(\Theta) \), can now be calculated as a function of the initial coverage from the ratio of the thermal desorption signals integrated over temperature, \( \langle S_{\text{SiF}_2}(T;\Theta) \rangle dT / \langle S_{\text{SiF}_4}(T;\Theta) \rangle dT \), using eq 3. As seen in Figure 1, the SiF₄ product is measurable only as the coverage nears 1 ML. While the ratio of the total desorption yields of SiF₂ to SiF₄ increases as the coverage increases from 0.86 to 1 ML, the relative yield of SiF₂ never exceeds 1.7% of the SiF₄ yield, even at F₂ exposures as large as 100 ML. The SiF₄ product is thought to be formed at defect sites. Indeed, scanning tunneling microscope images of Si(100) have revealed defect densities on the order of a few percent. Thus, SiF₂ is the major product of the thermal decomposition of a Si(100) surface fluorinated with 1 ML or less. This fact will be important to the analysis in section IV of the effect of translational energy on the dissociation probability of F₂ on a fluorinated Si surface.

The aspect of these thermal desorption experiments motivating the present investigation is their demonstration that the dissociation probability of F₂ approaches zero as the fluorine coverage increases to 1 ML and slightly beyond. This fact can be seen in Figure 3, which shows a plot of a quantity proportional to the sum of the total SiF₄ and SiF₂ thermal desorption yields versus F₂ exposure, where the exposure is given in ML F atoms. The ordinate is given by

\[
N_{\text{SiF}_2}(\Theta) + N_{\text{SiF}_4}(\Theta) = \left(\frac{\nu_{\text{SiF}_2}}{\sigma_{\text{SiF}_2} \eta_{\text{SiF}_2}}\int \int C(\theta, \phi) D_{\text{SiF}_2}(\theta, \phi) \sin \phi d\phi d\theta\right) + \left(\frac{\nu_{\text{SiF}_4}}{\sigma_{\text{SiF}_4} \eta_{\text{SiF}_4}}\int \int D_{\text{SiF}_4}(\theta, \phi) \sin \phi d\phi d\theta\right)
\]

\[
\int \frac{T_s}{T_i} S_{\text{SiF}_2}(T;\Theta) dT \quad (4)
\]

Note that the sum of the total SiF₂ and SiF₄ thermal desorption yields is also proportional to the fluorine coverage. In Figure 3, this sum is expressed in arbitrary units, so it is useful only for comparison of the yield or coverage at different exposures. Figure 3 shows the total fluorine coverage to increase rapidly upon initial exposure to the F₂ beam and then to become almost constant at high exposures. A previous analysis² has shown that this constant coverage is achieved when the exposure is sufficiently high for the coverage to reach the saturation value of 1 ML. However, careful inspection of Figure 3 reveals that the sum of the total desorption yields, and hence the coverage, is not exactly constant at very high F₂ exposures and that therefore the probability of F₂ dissociative chemisorption is not exactly zero. Recall that the slope of this plot at any exposure is directly proportional to the F₂ dissociative chemisorption probability. An upper limit to the dissociation probability at 1 ML coverage can be determined by comparing the slope of the plot of the integrated yield versus F₂ exposure beyond 20 ML to the slope in the limit of zero exposure or coverage, where the dissociative chemisorption probability is known to be about one. Analysis and calibration of the slope of the plot of the integrated yield versus F₂ exposure beyond 20 ML yields a value of (0±1) × 10⁻⁴ for the dissociative chemisorption probability of F₂ on a Si(100) surface covered with 1 ML of fluorine. These results clearly show that the F₂ dissociation probability, which is initially close to one on the unfluorinated surface, decays toward zero as the surface becomes passivated with a fluorine layer. It is the goal of this experiment to demonstrate that higher translational energies of F₂ will activate its dissociation on this fluorine-saturated Si(100) surface.

B. Surface Structure Determination by He Atom Diffraction. 1. Si(100). A comparison of the He atom diffraction spectrum of an unfluorinated Si(100) surface to that of the fluorinated surface provides a basis for the interpretation of the structure of the fluorine overlayers. Since the primary goal of the diffraction studies is to monitor changes in the diffraction intensities as a result of exposures to varying energies of the incident F₂ beam, conditions must be found that maximize the
diffraction features. Comparison of spectra measured over a wide range of incident angles showed that a 20° or 33° incident angle maximized the zero, half-order, and first-order diffraction features for an incident He atom wavelength of 1.33 Å. The diffraction spectra shown here were measured over a range of surface temperatures, 250–300 K. Because this temperature range is below the surface Debye temperature of Si, spectra measured over this range are indistinguishable from each other. Lowering the temperature below 250 K has a minimal effect on the diffraction intensities.

Since the specular intensity is very sensitive to the presence of adsorbed contaminants, it was monitored often during the course of an experiment. If necessary, the crystal was heated to 1100 K and maintained there for 10 s. This procedure was sufficient to recover diffraction intensities, even after exposure to F2 at high incident energies, to within 10% of those obtained immediately following the sputtering/annealing cycle.

A typical diffraction spectrum over a narrow range of scattering angles, obtained by scattering a beam of He atoms with an average wavelength of 1.33 ± 0.11(fwhm) Å and an incident angle, θi, of 20°, is shown in Figure 4a. The angular width of the beam in the scattering plane is 2°. The He beam is modulated at 150 Hz with a tuning fork chopper for the purpose of background subtraction. The scattered He signal is detected by the triply differentially pumped mass spectrometer as a function of the scattering angle in the scattering plane. The detector is rotated in steps of 0.5° from 15°–55° with respect to the surface normal in the forward scattering direction.

Evident in the spectrum of Figure 4a are the zero, half-order, and first-order diffraction features. A lattice spacing of 3.73 Å, which is within 3% of the known value, is determined from the peak positions. Also immediately noticeable is the broad width of the diffraction features. The full width at half-maximum of the specular, half-order, and first-order features are 2.9°, 3.7°, and 4.4°, respectively. The breadth of these features is a consequence of the limited transfer width of the scattering apparatus and in particular, a consequence of the large acceptance angle of the detector. The sizes of the entrance slits on the detector were chosen to optimize the intensity of the reactively scattered signal rather than the spatial resolution of elastically scattered signal. The widths of these features can be reproduced well in a simulation that convolutes the finite size of the incident beam and detector chamber entrance slits with the distribution of velocities of the incident beam.12

The diffraction spectrum is typical of a Si(100) surface that has undergone the well-known (2 × 1) reconstruction.19 In real space, each Si surface atom is a member of a Si dimer pair and has one dangling bond. The Si dimer pairs form rows where the distance between each dimer pair in the same row is the same as the lattice spacing of the bulk Si, while the distance between Si dimer pairs in adjacent rows is twice the bulk Si lattice spacing, thereby forming a (2 × 1) surface unit cell. It is the periodic doubling of the lattice spacing in the direction perpendicular to the rows of the dimers that gives rise to the half-order diffraction feature. The half-order diffraction feature is therefore a signature for the presence of the Si dimers. It will be used in this study as an indicator for the cleavage of Si–Si bonds upon the adsorption of fluorine.

The half-order diffraction feature is most intense when the beam is parallel to the dimer rows. This azimuthal orientation is the case in the spectrum in Figure 4a. It should be noted that there are two domains of the (2 × 1) surface unit cells where the dimer rows of one domain are perpendicular to those of the other. Therefore, the half-order diffraction peak is evident when the azimuthal orientation of the beam is along the [10] or the [01] direction.

2. Fluorinated Si(100). The purpose for studying the reaction of F2 with Si using He diffraction is to determine the structure of the fluorinated surface. In principle, both the fluorine adsorption site and the location of the Si atoms as well as the extent of Si–Si bond cleavage are identifiable from the diffraction spectra. However, without an extensive high-resolution data set over a wide range of incident energies and angles coupled with simulations, the F adsorption site is not unequivocally determinable. Nevertheless, changes in the diffraction spectrum measured upon exposure to F2 do reveal which periodic structures of the unfluorinated surface have been disrupted and which ones have been maintained. In this way, the identity of the Si surface atoms directly involved in the reaction is determined.

Figure 4b shows a diffraction spectrum measured under the same conditions as those in Figure 4a but measured from a Si surface covered with 1 ML of fluorine. Comparison of these spectra reveals that the spectrum from the fluorinated surface is very similar to that from the clean surface, indicating that the fluorine overlayer formed at saturation coverage has the same (2 × 1) periodicity or unit cell as that of the underlying Si substrate. This observation, coupled with the knowledge that the saturation coverage is about 1 ML, suggests strongly that each dangling bond is decorated by one fluorine atom. Because the dangling bond sites are not already involved in a bonding interaction, adsorption on them requires no Si–Si bond cleavage, leaving the Si–Si dimer bond, which gives rise to the half-order diffraction feature, still intact.

The inertness of the (2 × 1) structure of the fluorine overlayer to further exposures of thermal energy fluorine can be clearly seen in measurements of the intensities of the zero, half-order, and first-order diffraction features as a function of F2 exposure as shown in Figure 5 by the solid lines. These measurements are made by directing a beam containing 1%F2/49%H2/50%Ar at the crystal. As the fluorine reacts with the Si, the He carried in the same beam is monitored for coherent scattering as an indicator of change in the surface periodicity. Each trace represents a separate exposure to the beam while the He signal is measured with the detector positioned at the scattering angles corresponding to the zero, half-order, or first-order diffraction features. The F2 and the He are incident at 33° from the normal angle. The average energy of the incident F2 is 2.5 kcal/mol, and the average wavelength of the He is 1.33 ± 0.11(fwhm) Å. The intensity of each beam is normalized to its value at zero exposure. At low exposures, just as the fluorine begins to adsorb,
the intensity of the diffraction features drops, indicating that the order of the surface has been disrupted. With higher exposures, the intensity recovers and becomes constant and remains so even at very long exposures.

The loss of intensity of the diffraction features upon the initial exposure to \( \text{F}_2 \) can be understood in terms of the partial fluorine exposure, the intensity recovers and becomes constant and the intensity of the diffraction features drops, indicating that the surface is saturated with fluorine and that it is no longer reactive with \( \text{F}_2 \). The presence of a F atom changes the interaction potential of the He atom with this surface unit cell, thereby making it different from the surrounding unit cells that do not yet include a F atom. Although no Si–Si bonds have been broken, the original periodicity of the clean (2 x 1)Si surface has been disrupted, which results in the loss of coherency of the scattered He beam. However, as the coverage of fluorine increases, a transition to a new order is observed as an increase in the diffraction intensities when the periodicity of the fluorinated surface unit cells begins to predominate over the unfluorinated ones. Eventually, as all of the dangling bonds are fluorinated and each unit cell becomes identical to each of its neighbors, the original (2 x 1) periodicity is recovered even though the interaction potential of the He atom with the surface has changed. As observed in Figure 5, the diffraction intensities are again at maximal values but have absolute values different from those of the clean surface because the interaction potential has changed.

Once formed, this newly ordered fluorinated surface is resistant to further attack by \( \text{F}_2 \). The invariance of the diffraction intensities and the surface periodicity at high \( \text{F}_2 \) exposures indicates that the surface is saturated with fluorine and that it is no longer reactive with \( \text{F}_2 \). These observations are consistent with a near-zero dissociative chemisorption probability of \( 9 \times 10^{-4} \) determined from the thermal desorption measurements in the previous section. The termination of atom abstraction at the saturation coverage is also consistent with the assignment of the fixed number of dangling bond sites as the adsorption sites for F on Si(100).\(^{1,2}\) The dissociative chemisorption of \( \text{F}_2 \) ceases because all of the dangling bonds are filled. The \( \text{F}_2 \) incident at thermal energies is unable to break Si–Si bonds.

Figure 5. Intensities of the specular, half-order, and first-order He diffraction beams as a function of exposure to \( \text{F}_2 \) incident at 2.5 kcal/mol (solid line) and at 13 kcal/mol (circles). The intensity of each beam is normalized to its value at zero exposure. High-energy data discussed in section IV.C.
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Figure 6. Total \( \text{SiF}_2 \) and \( \text{SiF}_4 \) thermal desorption yields, \( N_{\text{SiF}_2}(\Theta) \) and \( N_{\text{SiF}_4}(\Theta) \), measured at four total energies, \( E_t \), and at 5–8 incident angles are plotted, in arbitrary units, as a function of the normal component of the incident \( \text{F}_2 \) energy. Solid lines are the linear least-squares fits to the data. For \( \text{SiF}_4 \), fits are constrained to intersect at 3.8 kcal/mol.

### IV. Results

**A. \( \text{F}_2 \) Dissociation Probability on F/Si(100) as a Function of \( \text{F}_2 \) Energy.** The experiments in this section probe whether the dissociative chemisorption of \( \text{F}_2 \) on a fluorine-saturated Si(100) surface can be translationally activated. The measurements of the effect of the translational energy of the incident \( \text{F}_2 \) on its probability of dissociative chemisorption are carried out on a Si(100) surface that is covered with 1 ML of fluorine, as opposed to the clean surface. Measurements of the effect of \( \text{F}_2 \) translational energy on the fluorine-saturated surface probes solely the activation barrier to \( \text{F}_2 \) dissociative chemisorption when disruption of the Si–Si bonds are involved. In contrast, such energy dependence measurements on the clean surface are convoluted by the effect of translational energy on the atom abstraction mechanism.\(^{11,20}\) The use of a fluorine-saturated surface precludes the nonactivated atom abstraction reaction, thus isolating the effects of enhanced \( \text{F}_2 \) translational energy in overcoming the barrier to Si–Si bond cleavage.

A fluorine-saturated surface is prepared by exposing the clean Si(100) surface held at 250 K to sufficient \( \text{F}_2 \) to reach a constant fluorine coverage, known to be 1 ML, as shown in Figure 3. The \( \text{F}_2 \) is incident with 1.3 kcal/mol of energy and with angles varying between 0° and 60°. The fluorine-saturated surface is then exposed to 19 ML of \( \text{F}_2 \) incident at 1.3, 7.2, 10, or 13 kcal/mol and incident with angles varying between 0° and 60°. The incident angle at which the exposure to higher-energy \( \text{F}_2 \) is carried out is the same as that used to prepare the fluorine-saturated surface. This procedure ensures that the surface area that is exposed to the high-energy \( \text{F}_2 \) is equivalent to the area that is covered with 1 ML of fluorine. Note that the time of exposure to the \( \text{F}_2 \) beam is adjusted for the relative fluxes of each of the beams at different energies and for the different incident angles so that the exposure, 19 ML, is the same for each beam. No etching, as evidenced by the absence of \( \text{SiF}_4 \) desorption, is observed under these conditions of low \( \text{F}_2 \) flux. The surface temperature is then increased at a rate of 5 K/s to 1110 K while the signal at \( m/e = 66 \) corresponding to \( \text{SiF}_2^{+} \) from \( \text{SiF}_2 \), and at \( m/e = 85 \), corresponding to \( \text{SiF}_4^{+} \) from \( \text{SiF}_4 \), is monitored along the surface normal by the line-of-sight, differentially pumped mass spectrometer.

The total \( \text{SiF}_2 \) and \( \text{SiF}_4 \) thermal desorption yields, \( N_{\text{SiF}_2}(\Theta) \) and \( N_{\text{SiF}_4}(\Theta) \), measured at four total energies and at 5–8 incident angles are plotted, in arbitrary units, as a function of the normal component of the incident energy in Figure 6.
incident energy is defined as the energy associated with the component of incident momentum oriented normal to the macroscopic surface, and is calculated as \( E_i \cos^2 \theta_i \), where \( E_i \) is the incident energy and \( \theta_i \) is the incident angle. It is apparent from the plots that the SiF\(_2\) yield does not depend on the normal energy of the incident F\(_2\), while the SiF\(_4\) yield exhibits a linear dependence on it above a threshold value estimated from the plot to be about 3.8 kcal/mol. For a fixed 19 ML exposure of F\(_2\) to a fluorine-saturated surface, the SiF\(_2\) yield is observed to be larger by approximately a factor of 2 for a F\(_2\) exposure at 13 kcal/mol as compared to thermal energies. There is no effect of energy on the F\(_2\) dissociative chemisorption probability between 0.4 and 3.8 kcal/mol. Recall that the probability of F\(_2\) dissociative chemisorption at thermal energies, which corresponds to energies below 3.8 kcal/mol in Figure 6, was estimated above as \( 9 \times 10^{-4} \). Thus, the probability of dissociative chemisorption of F\(_2\) on a fluorinated surface increases from \( 9 \times 10^{-4} \) to \( 3.6 \times 10^{-3} \) as the normal component of the translational energy increases from 3.8 kcal/mol to 13 kcal/mol. The value of \( 3.6 \times 10^{-3} \) is obtained by taking the factor of 2 increase observed in the SiF\(_2\) yield in Figure 6 and multiplying it by the number of F\(_2\) molecules contained in SiF\(_2\). The factor of 4 increase in the dissociation probability corresponds to only a small increase in the total fluorine coverage. Note that the SiF\(_2\) product yield from desorption of 1 ML of fluorine that has been deposited with energies below 3.8 kcal/mol is about 1.2\% of the total fluorine coverage. Thus, the factor of 2 increase in the SiF\(_2\) product yield represents a 4.8\% increase in the fluorine coverage. Therefore, the dissociation probability of \( 3.6 \times 10^{-3} \) at 13 kcal/mol is considered an “initial” dissociation probability on the fluorinated-Si(100) surface.

It is important to note that the independence of the SiF\(_2\) yield and the dependence of the SiF\(_2\) yield on the F\(_2\) energy do not reflect a direct mechanism for SiF\(_2\) formation involving the impact of a F\(_2\) molecule on an adsorbed SiF\(_2\) species. Rather, the independence of the SiF\(_2\) yield reflects the kinetics of the thermal desorption of the adsorbed fluorine. No matter how high the initial fluorine coverage is beyond 1 ML, the amount of SiF\(_2\) that desorbs is the same, because the SiF\(_2\) arises from the desorption of the final monolayer of fluorine. Therefore, as the fluorine coverage grows beyond 1 ML, as in this case of the translational activation of F\(_2\), the SiF\(_2\) yield remains constant while the SiF\(_4\) yield grows in proportion to the fluorine coverage beyond 1 ML.

The observed dependence of the F\(_2\) dissociation probability on the normal component of the incident energy implies that the barrier to dissociation is one-dimensional and oriented normal to the macroscopic surface plane. The threshold energy of 3.8 kcal/mol also implies that the lowest energy barrier on the fluorinated Si surface is approximately 3.8 kcal/mol. As discussed in the Introduction, the addition of fluorine beyond 1 ML necessitates that Si–Si bonds be broken. In the next section, He diffraction experiments are carried out in an attempt to determine whether the weakest Si–Si bonds, the Si–Si dimer bonds, are broken in preference to the Si–Si lattice bonds, the bonds between the top layer of Si atoms and the Si atoms in the second layer.

**B. He Diffraction from Fluorinated Si(100) as a Function of F\(_2\) Energy.** A Si(100) surface covered with 1 ML of fluorine is prepared as described above. The use of a fluorinated surface precludes atom abstraction, thus isolating the effects of enhanced F\(_2\) translational energy in overcoming the activation barrier to reaction at Si–Si bonds. This fluorinated surface at 250 K is then exposed to 19 ML of F\(_2\) incident at various energies and angles, again as described above, and a helium diffraction spectrum is measured after each exposure. The resulting intensities of the specular, half-order, and first-order diffraction features are plotted as a function of the normal component of the incident F\(_2\) translational energy in Figure 7. The diffraction intensities are observed to remain approximately constant from 0.4 to about 3.8 kcal/mol but then to decrease approximately linearly with increasing normal energy of the F\(_2\) above 3.8 kcal/mol. It is evident that incident normal energies above 3.8 kcal/mol are effective both in disrupting the lattice structure of the fluorinated Si(100) surface and in increasing the fluorine coverage beyond 1 ML. Therefore, increases in fluorine coverage beyond 1 ML are associated with disorder.

The loss of diffraction intensity can be described quantitatively in terms of an increase in the concentration of “diffuse scattering sites” on the surface. A “diffuse scattering site” is defined as a site at which the surface periodicity has been disrupted in such a way so that its contribution to the coherent scattering of incident helium is negligible. Helium atoms incident at this site will scatter diffusely, and will thus not contribute to the coherently scattered or diffracted intensity. A detailed framework for analysis of the losses in diffraction intensities due to defects, which function as diffuse scattering sites, has been presented by Comsa and is applied to the present problem. Coherent scattering intensities are assumed to derive only from those parts of the surface maintaining the original structure of the (2×1) reconstruction, i.e., defect-free regions of the surface. More precisely, for a particular surface unit cell to contribute to the coherently scattered intensity, an area \( F_D \) centered at the unit cell, must be defect-free, where \( F_D \) is referred to as the quantum mechanical cross section for diffuse scattering. Therefore, \( F_D \) neighboring sites must be free of defects, where \( n_s \) is the density of surface sites in atoms/cm\(^2\). If the defects are randomly distributed on the surface, the probability of having \( F_D \) defect-free neighboring sites is \( (1 - \Theta_D)^{n_s} \), where \( \Theta_D \) is the fraction of surface sites possessing defects and \( (1 - \Theta_D) \) is therefore the fraction of defect-free sites. Assuming that the defect sites act as perfectly diffuse
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scatterers, and thus do not contribute to any coherent scattering amplitude, the quantum mechanical coherently scattered amplitude $A_s$ (relative to the amplitude $A_0$ from the defect-free surface) may be given as

$$\frac{A_s}{A_0} = (1 - \Theta_D)^{F_D n_s}$$

and thus the coherently scattered intensity given as

$$\frac{I}{I_0} = \left(\frac{A_s}{A_0}\right)^2 = (1 - \Theta_D)^{2F_D n_s} = (1 - \Theta_D)^{\Sigma n_s}$$

where $\Sigma = 2F_D$. Furthermore, in the limit of $\Theta_D \ll 1$, $(1 - \Theta_D)^{\Sigma n_s}$ may be expressed in terms of the binomial expansion to yield

$$(1 - \Theta_D)^{\Sigma n_s} \approx 1 - \Theta_D^{\Sigma n_s}$$

It then follows that

$$\frac{I}{I_0} \approx 1 - \Theta_D^{\Sigma n_s}$$

where $\Sigma$ is the cross section for diffuse scattering which is a constant for a given diffraction feature and type of diffuse scattering site. The relative loss in diffraction intensities is thus a linear function of the concentration of defect sites on the surface.

Figure 7 displays the diffraction intensities, $I/I_0$, as a function of the normal energy of the incident $F_2$. Note that it has the same functional form as eq 8. Since the $F_2$ exposure has been adjusted experimentally to yield an equivalent $F_2$ exposure of 19 ML at each beam energy, the intensity losses can be considered linearly proportional to the fraction of defect sites, $\Theta_D$, created at each normal energy. Therefore, the slopes of each plot are proportional to $\Sigma n_s$, labeled below as slope, as long as the coverage of defect sites is sufficiently low such that there is negligible overlap between them. Thus, the data given in Figure 7 demonstrate that the probability of creating a defect site on the fluorinated surface varies linearly with $F_2$ normal incident energy above a threshold of $\sim 3.8$ kcal/mol. Since independent measurements for $\Sigma$ and $\Theta_D$ are not available, neither $\Sigma$ nor $\Theta_D$ can be determined absolutely.

The creation of surface defects effected by $F_2$ at higher incident translational energies corresponds to disruption of the Si–Si bonds. An interesting question arises, however, in determining whether $F_2$ reacts selectively with certain bonds on the fluorinated Si(100) surface. Most notably, examination of the plot of diffraction intensities vs $F_2$ normal incident energy given in Figure 7 reveals that the half-order diffraction feature loses intensity fastest as a function of the $F_2$ normal energy. After a $F_2$ exposure at 13 kcal/mol normal incident energy, the half-order feature is reduced to less than 30% of its original intensity, whereas both the specular and first-order intensities retain well over 40% of their original intensities. The question thus arises as to whether the enhanced rate of decline in the half-order diffraction intensity is due to selective reaction at the Si–Si dimer bonds which give rise to the half-order feature, or whether the effect is due solely to a larger cross section, $\Sigma_1$, for diffuse scattering from random defects for the half-order feature. Note that selective cleavage of the Si–Si dimer bonds would eliminate the periodicity doubling from which the half-order feature derives, instead reverting the surface to a $(1 \times 1)$ periodicity, from which strong specular and first-order features would be expected. It is thus plausible that the half-order intensity drops faster than the specular or first-order feature due to selective Si–Si bond cleavage at the surface dimers.

This question may be addressed by generating random defect sites on the surface, and determining directly the cross sections for diffuse scattering for the specular, half-order, and first-order diffraction features. Random surface defects are created by bombarding the surface with 2 kV Ar$^+$ ions. These high-energy Ar$^+$ ions are expected to cause nonselective bond rupture upon impact because their incident energy is many times larger than the Si–Si bond energies. Their collision with the lattice results in a range of displaced Si atoms of at least 15.5 Å radius from the point of impact. Each incident Ar$^+$ ion is assumed to create such a random defect at the surface with unit probability. The coverage of surface defects is thus varied by changing the length of exposure to a given current of Ar$^+$ ions.

One monolayer of fluorine adsorbed on Si(100) is prepared as in the diffraction experiments described above. The Ar$^+$ bombardment is performed with an ion sputtering gun whose emission is set to 3 mA and whose applied beam voltage is 2 kV. The Ar partial pressure in the chamber is increased to $5 \times 10^{-6}$ Torr, providing an Ar$^+$ ion current to the crystal of 175 nA. This current is assumed to be evenly distributed over the crystal face, as well as the front crystal clamps, in the calculations of the Ar$^+$ ion flux. The He probe beam is identical to that employed for the normal energy scaling experiments just described.

Helium diffraction intensities are displayed as a function of the coverage of Ar$^+$-induced surface defects in Figure 8. The abscissa of this plot is determined by assuming that each incident Ar$^+$ ion generates the formation of one surface defect. The decay in the intensity of each diffraction feature is fit to the functional form given in eq 5, where the surface defect coverage, expressed in terms of ML, is taken directly as $\Theta_D$. These fits yield the following values for the cross sections for diffuse scattering for each diffraction feature:

$$\Sigma_0 = 330 \text{ Å}^2$$
$$\Sigma_{1/2} = 540 \text{ Å}^2$$
$$\Sigma_1 = 460 \text{ Å}^2$$

where $\Sigma_0$, $\Sigma_{1/2}$, and $\Sigma_1$ are the standard cross sections for diffuse scattering for specular, half-order, and first-order diffraction, respectively. As described above, the corresponding cross sections, $\Sigma_0$, $\Sigma_{1/2}$, and $\Sigma_1$, cannot be determined for $F_2$-induced surface defects, since the surface defect coverage, $\Theta_D$, is not
accurately known in those experiments. However, the relative slopes, $slope$, for the decay in diffraction intensities given in Figure 7 may be compared to the relative cross sections obtained from Figure 8, since these slopes are proportional to cross sections for diffuse scattering for each of the diffraction features. A comparison of the relative cross sections obtained from $F_2$- and $Ar^+$-induced surface defects yields the following:

$$slope_0:slope_{1/2}:slope_1 = 1:1.8:1.3$$

$$\Sigma_0:\Sigma_{1/2}:\Sigma_1 = 1:1.6:1.4$$

Although the values for the cross section ratios display only moderate agreement, note that in both cases the half-order cross section is larger than the first order cross section, which in turn is larger than the specular cross section for diffuse scattering. It may thus be concluded that the faster rate of decline of the half-order diffraction intensity observed in Figure 7 does not necessarily imply selective breaking of the surface dimer bonds, but rather is indicative of a larger diffuse scattering cross section for the half-order diffraction feature.

A description of the reaction of $F_2$ on the fluorinated Si(100) surface emerges as follows: At enhanced translational energies, $F_2$ reacts with the $Si-Si$ dimer and lattice bonds of the fluorinated surface, disordering the surface structure and destroying the periodicity. The probability of reaction or dissociative chemisorption scales linearly with normal incident energy above a threshold of approximately 3.8 kcal/mol, as evidenced by both the increase in the coverage and the decrease in the surface order. The $Si-Si$ dimer bonds are not preferentially cleaved by incident $F_2$.

C. He Diffraction from Si(100) as a Function of $F_2$ Energy.

The above results demonstrate the disruption of $Si-Si$ dimer and lattice bonds on a fluorinated surface by the reaction with $F_2$ molecules with energies greater than about 3.8 kcal/mol. However, diffraction measurements made after exposure of a clean Si(100) surface to higher energy $F_2$ show that $Si-Si$ bonds on an unfluorinated surface are also disrupted by the reaction with higher energy $F_2$. The circles in Figure 5 represent the intensities of the specular, half-order and first-order diffraction features as a function of exposure to $F_2$ incident with 13 kcal/mol and at a $6^\circ$ angle. Unlike the measurements shown as solid lines in this figure, the He diffraction spectra were measured after a given $F_2$ exposure. Otherwise, the conditions of the He diffraction measurement are the same as discussed above.

The intensities of the diffraction features drop monotonically as the clean Si surface is initially exposed to $F_2$ incident at 13 kcal/mol. This initial decrease is expected, because the original periodicity of the clean $(2\times1)Si$ surface has been disrupted which results in the loss of coherency of the scattered He beam. However, in contrast to the recovery of the diffraction intensity as the coverage approaches 1 ML after exposure to low energy $F_2$, the diffracted intensity never recovers, indicating that the surface remains disordered. Even after exposure to sufficient high-energy $F_2$ to attain 1 ML coverage, the periodicity of the lattice does not recover.

Figure 9 shows the total SiF$_2$ and SiF$_4$ thermal desorption yields, $N_{SiF_2}(\Theta)$ and $N_{SiF_4}(\Theta)$, measured at four total energies, $E_0$, as a function of $F_2$ exposure to a Si(100) surface with $\theta_i = 0^\circ$. Solid lines connect the data points. The SiF$_2$ thermal desorption yield at high exposures. At high $F_2$ exposures of 20 ML F atoms, SiF$_2$ thermal desorption yield resulting from exposure to $F_2$ at 13 kcal/mol is roughly 2.5 times as large as that resulting from $F_2$ exposure at energies below 3.8 kcal/mol. Therefore, the saturation coverage increases by about 4.8%, to about 1.05 ML, as a result of exposure to $F_2$ at 13 kcal/mol. Similar effects of the incident $F_2$ energy on saturation coverage have been observed, but this previous work gives no information regarding the magnitude of the increase in the saturation coverage. The observation that the saturation coverage increases beyond 1 ML coupled with the loss of surface order demonstrates that the translationally activated reaction occurs at $Si-Si$ bonds even in the presence of dangling bonds.

V. Discussion

A. Implications of Results. These studies have shown that the dissociative chemisorption probability of $F_2$ on a Si(100) surface covered with an ordered $(2\times1)$ overlayer of fluorine at 1 ML of coverage can be increased by raising the translational energy of the incident $F_2$ above 3.8 kcal/mol. The probability is observed to increase linearly with the normal component of the incident kinetic energy up to a value of about $3.6 \times 10^{-3}$ at 13 kcal/mol, the highest energy experimentally attainable in this laboratory. Because these measurements are made on a Si surface saturated with fluorine, the threshold value for the translational energy is related to the barrier for dissociative chemisorption or reaction of $F_2$ with the $Si-Si$ bonds as opposed to the Si dangling bonds. The similarity between the relative cross sections for diffusive scattering measured after exposure to translationally fast $F_2$ and those measured after $Ar^+$ ion bombardment strongly suggests that the reaction does not preferentially occur at the $Si-Si$ dimer bonds.

Thus, these results confirm the presence of a significant barrier between the reactant and product states that arises from the repulsive interaction between the filled valence $Si$ orbitals and the closed-shell $F_2$ molecule. This repulsive interaction can be overcome by increasing the translational energy of $F_2$ so that it can approach a Si lattice atom closely enough for a Si-$F$ bonding interaction to form, and thus for $Si-Si$ and $F=F$ bond cleavage to occur. Cleavage of the $Si-Si$ dimer bond apparently does not take place preferentially, even though it is likely a weaker bond than the bond between the first and second layer Si atoms. Calculations suggest that the bonds between the first layer Si atom and the three Si atoms below it are each weaker by an average of about 3 kcal/mol when a fluorine atom is...
bonded to the first layer Si atom. There is no explanation for this deviation in the calculated value from expectation. Regardless of the relative strengths of the Si–Si dimer and lattice bonds, it is likely that steric hindrance between the incoming F₂ molecule and the fluorine atoms bonded to each Si atom comprising the dimer is present, thus shielding the Si–Si dimer bonds from participation in the reaction, even if they are the weaker bonds.

The present experimental study emphasizes the observation that the exothermicity of the reaction of thermal energy F₂ with Si is not a source of lattice disorder. It is clear from the He diffraction spectrum that the Si(100)2 × 1 surface that has been saturated with fluorine incident with less than 3.8 kcal/mol maintains its well ordered (2 × 1) periodicity. This observation is in contrast to experimental and theoretical works that have suggested that the Si lattice disorders due to the large amount of energy released in the F₂ adsorption process. However, when the collision energy of the F₂ incident on either the clean or fluorine-saturated Si surface is greater than 3.8 kcal/mol, disorder results because the incident F₂ has sufficient energy to overcome the barrier to reaction with the Si–Si bonds, thus disrupting the periodicity of the lattice. Therefore, it is clear that it is not the exothermicity but rather the collision energy that is ultimately effective in destroying the periodicity of an initially ordered lattice by its activation of the reaction.

Careful inspection of Figure 5 reveals that the intensity of the diffracted beams has mostly recovered by the time the F₂ exposure reaches 2 ML F atom. In contrast, Figure 3 shows that the saturation coverage of fluorine, 1 ML, is reached after a F₂ exposure of about 4 ML F atom. This seeming contradiction is reconciled by the small transfer width of the apparatus. Using the definition given by Comsa, the transfer width of the apparatus is estimated as 35 Å, which is the largest periodicity that can be resolved. That is, ordered regions of the surface whose lengths are greater than 35 Å will not contribute to the intensity of the diffracted beams. Therefore, the coverage continues to increase as the size of the ordered regions grows with exposure while the intensity of the diffracted beams remains constant. The small transfer width is the result of the large entrance slits to the detector, which are purposely enlarged to optimize the signal for reactive scattering experiments.

Finally, the small effect of translational energy of the incident F₂ on its reaction with the Si–Si bonds is revealing. The dissociative chemisorption probability increases at most a factor of 4 as the translational energy is increased from 3.8 to 13 kcal/mol. In contrast, increases in the translational energy of a molecule incident on a metal surface over this same range are observed to increase the dissociative chemisorption probability by 2 to 3 orders of magnitude. The inefficacy of translational energy in overcoming the barrier to dissociative chemisorption implies a potential energy surface with a late barrier, a barrier in the exit channel rather than the entrance channel. In potential energy surfaces of this shape, vibrational excitation of the bond to be broken is more effective because vibrational motion aids in turning the corner into the exit channel where the barrier is positioned. Potential surfaces with late barriers may turn out to be characteristic of reactions on a Si lattice.

B. Comparison to Previous Results. 1. Effect of Translational Energy on Dissociative Chemisorption. Unfortunately, a comparison of this result to other experimental studies of the effect of translational energy of a diatomic halogen molecule on its probability of dissociative chemisorption on a halogen-saturated Si surface is not possible. Previous studies have measured these effects either on a clean Si surface where the dissociative chemisorption probability is already close to or on a Si surface whose coverage is changing from zero to a saturation value. In both cases, the measurements reflect not only the effect of translational energy on dissociative chemisorption involving cleavage of Si–Si bonds but also on dissociative chemisorption involving the dangling bonds and the atom abstraction mechanism, which itself involves two channels, single-atom abstraction, and two-atom adsorption.

A comparison of these results to simulations can be made. A molecular dynamics simulation has recently been carried out to investigate the effect of the F₂ translational energy on the probability of its dissociative chemisorption on an ordered overlayer of 1 ML of fluorine on Si(100). These calculations yield a barrier of approximately 58 kcal/mol for the dissociative chemisorption of F₂ on a fluorine-saturated surface. The value for this barrier is defined by the incident energy that yields an increase in the dissociation probability from zero to about 1 × 10⁻². This barrier is about 15 times larger than that observed experimentally, 3.8 kcal/mol, which is defined by the energy at which the dissociation probability increases beyond 9 × 10⁻⁴. It is possible that an insufficient number of trajectories were employed in the simulation to achieve statistically significant values for the low dissociation probabilities at the lower translational energies. Unfortunately, the highest translational energy attainable for F₂ using seeded beam techniques is about 13 kcal/mol, so the dissociation probability at 58 kcal/mol cannot be measured experimentally and, hence, compared directly to the results of the simulation. However, linear extrapolation of the data in Figure 6 to 58 kcal/mol yields a dissociation probability of about 1.7 × 10⁻², a value that is not inconsistent with the calculated result. It should be recognized that this consistency is based on the assumption, for which there is no a priori reason, that the dissociation probability continues to increase linearly with the normal component of the incident energy above 13 kcal/mol. In addition, it is not clear whether the barrier in the simulation is derived from the total or normal translational energies.

The simulation also reveals that the barrier of 58 kcal/mol is associated with cleavage of the Si–Si lattice bonds. Reaction of F₂ with the Si–Si dimer bonds is not observed in the simulation until the F₂ incident energy is increased to about 115 kcal/mol. The higher barrier for reaction with the dimer bonds is concluded to arise from the large repulsion between the adsorbed fluorine and the incoming F₂ molecule. The results from these simulations are consistent with our experimental result that the reaction of F₂ on a fluorine-saturated surface does not preferentially occur at the Si–Si dimer bonds, even though the Si–Si dimer bonds are weaker than the lattice bonds.
their relative effects. But the germane point here is that a comparison of incident energy effects on the etching rate with those on the probability of dissociative chemisorption that are measured here is not necessarily straightforward. The probability of dissociative chemisorption measures the probability that an incident halogen molecule dissociates and that the resulting atoms bind to the surface. In contrast, the etching rate reflects the probabilities of all the processes that occur from the initial dissociative chemisorption to the reaction with the substrate and, finally, to the desorption of the product. Therefore, the effect of the incident energy on the etching rate could reflect not only its effect on the initial dissociative chemisorption probability but also on the reaction probability of the atoms deposited by the dissociative chemisorption of a prior molecule or on the desorption probability of the product molecule. In general, it is difficult to deconvolute the etching rate into the effect of incident energy on the individual steps of an etching reaction. However, in one case, the interaction of a hyperthermal beam of Cl₂ with Si, collision-induced desorption (CID) of the SiCl₂ product has been noted, and the enhancing effect of translational energy on this step and, hence, of the etching rate has been studied.
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